Abstract. Alternative definitions of the Born approximation and the distortedwave Born approximation within the framework of the configuration-space Faddeev equations are explored. The most natural definition does not correspond to the Born approximation derived from the Schr€ o odinger equation, even though the exact T-matrices for both formalisms are equivalent. The Schr€ o odinger form is optimal, although it is shown that the differences are numerically unimportant. The DWBA corresponding to the Faddeev equations is not channel symmetric, although numerically this is unimportant for the p-d (Coulomb) case. The place in the partial-wave series beyond which the Born approximation can be effectively substituted for the exact result is briefly investigated for p-d and n-d scattering below breakup threshold.
Introduction
Modern few-nucleon calculations are in principle a rich source of information about the nuclear force, provided that numerical results can be obtained with sufficient precision. The required level of precision depends sensitively on the observable being calculated. That level ranges from modest in the case of unpolarized observables such as the differential cross section to high in the case of some polarization observables, since the latter often depend on delicate cancellations between partial waves. One of the strengths of the few-nucleon field is that accurate calculations for realistic potentials are now routine [1] [2] [3] .
One of the consequences of this numerical precision requirement is that a substantial number of partial waves may be required. This is not such a dire problem for momentum-space techniques, many of which generate a Born series for the T-matrix as the preferred method of solution. Such a series should converge faster as the angular momentum increases. That is not the case, however, in configuration space, where each partial wave is solved in its entirety. Because more and more partial waves of the potential contribute as the angular momentum increases, this significantly increasing effort is rewarded by decreasing return as the size of higher-partial-wave T-matrix elements becomes smaller and smaller. One way to increase efficiency in the process is to use the Born approximation for higher partial waves, which significantly reduces the effort [4] .
We detail below several pitfalls that arise in defining the Born approximation using configuration-space Faddeev techniques [5] . While none of these difficulties are very important in practical calculations (although this is not a priori obvious), it is nevertheless worthwhile to avoid them altogether. These problems are derived in Sect. 2 for the Born approximation (BA) and in Sect. 3 for the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA), and a few numerical results are given and discussed in Sect. 4, which is followed by our summary and conclusions. We restrict ourselves to energies below the deuteron-breakup threshold, and we ignore three-nucleon forces, which are an inessential complication.
Faddeev Equations and the Born Approximation
The Faddeev decomposition in configuration space [6] can be pictured most easily as dividing the wave function into parts corresponding to different asymptotic processes. For three (identical) particles this leads to three equations
where i, j, k take on the values of the cyclic permutations of 1, 2, and 3, V i Vðx i Þ, and H 0 is the kinetic energy of the system. The Schr€ o odinger wave function is given by
with arguments fashioned from the coordinates, r i , of all i particles:
The coordinate x i is the distance between particles j and k, while y i is the distance between particle i and the center of cluster j þ k. Depending on the desired application a normalization factor of 1= ffiffi ffi 3 p may be used in the definition of É [7] . With these definitions the sum of the three independent equations (1) yields the original Schr€ o odinger equation
The coordinates (3) used in the Faddeev wave functions in Eq. (4) generate different asymptotic configurations (or channels) that facilitate the appropriate boundary conditions for this partial-differential equation. Used in this way the Faddeev equations are merely another (equivalent) form of the original Schrödinger equation.
The appropriate boundary conditions for elastic scattering (below breakup threshold) are easily seen from Eq. (1). For large jy i j the wave function i ðx i ; y i Þ
